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This report outlines tbp present statun of work being carried

out In closed cycle MHO and disk generators. It gives thB basic

principles and discuss a proposal for setting up an experimental facility

to study nanequilibrium plasmas using an inert gas driven disk generator.

Disk geometry is a near ideal riRometry for plasma studies Blnca It has

single or few pair electrodes combiner! with near perfect lnsulatinq wall:;.

The proposed outlay of facility with components and suhnvstem is qlven.

The facility may also be unert to study the contqit of fully ionized seed

and tn develop advanced d.i fiqnantlr: *:f.'r:hniruii?r.o The 'lasic equation deccri-

bing the working parameters or suc:h a systcni is alan given in the Appendix.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Significant progress in closed cycle MHD system has been

ri nLnce the time of first experiments in the early 1960s, The

concept of nnnequilibrium lonization was first proposed by Kerrebrock

and later experimentally investigated by various groups "* , In non-

rqutlibrium plasma, the electron cnn exist at a temperature higher than

the qnn/inn temperature. This results In higher electrical conductivity

.••inr! wh.lc.-h leeida to a higher gcnerat-ir performance. The nonetjuilibrium

searied argon plasma for the same onnnj 1;i r.uis can give nbciut 100 times

higher e3.Gct;r1 cnl conductivity than the cnmbijation plasmn,

!!(i'.h linear nnd disk qancrnfcurr; 'rave besn uaeri In clossd i;ycle

MHD PxpBri!;-«?ntn, Hut became of its simplicity, the disk generntar Is

fir pxcrpi 3 nut 'ArMia to invest i M?t': i.iir bulk properties of MHD plennfis,

nntfili) .y niir:iviullibrium innization effects, tn study the concept nf fully

loni/ed Teed etc.,- tinencumbEred by the multiple electrodes and end effects

iif linear generators. Recent studies have shown that disk generator rrmy

br> a viable alternative to linear generators for power generation,

.1,1 Applications and Advantages

The successful demonstration of MHD power generation in a cloasd

cycle system could lead to low u: iohi;, compact pewer generation systems

coupled luith high efficiency. In principle,, cycles using this concept can

he pnerqised by finv snurre nf narit. aurh as fcssil fiiel,- solar or nuclear.



The Inert gag MHD syBtem can be combined with advanced gas coaled reactors

anri fusion reactors.

The advantages associated with an inert gas driven disk oenerBtor

nre following i

a) In inert QBSHS the nonequilibrium ionization is

more easily nbtained end recombination i8 slower,,

as a result the electron temperature is higher than

the temperature Df heavy particles and correspondingly

electrical conductivity gets elevated*

b) Although the present commercial nuclear pouter stations

neve fuel element surface temperature of little more

than 900°Kf the estimates of advanced QBS cooled reactors

show that the gas temperature can bB raised to about

150D K, The inert ges MHD can be couplBd to such nuclear

systems,

c) The minimum required gaa temperature can be approximately

700 K lower In a closed cycle MHD plant as compared to

open cycle MHO plants and thus avoids some of the material

problems associated with open cycle plants,

d) In closed cycle system, the complete recovery of seed

makes it passible to use a comparatively expensive

element auch as cesium fir seeding.



e) By virtue Df cylindrical symmetry,- Disk generator is

made of two insulating walls that can Bustain higher*

electric fields than the electrode walls of linear

generators,

f) Power density can be large and interaction length

smaller than comparable linear generators.

g) The disk geometry eliminates end IOBSBB due to fringing

of electric field.

h) Surface lasses are smaller and segmentation of

electrodes is not required in disk generators.

i) Magnet cast is expected to be less for a disk configu-

ration.

j) Sulrl can be used for increasing the efficiency and

power density.

k) Disk generator may be operated also as impulse device.

1.2 International Status

The major efforts in area of closed cycle MHD experiments and

disk generators are being marie in USA, Japan and Netherlands. Under a

joint program between the USA and Netherlands,- closed cycle MHO blow down

facility of 5 M!i) (thermal) has been developed Bt Eindhoven University of

Technology, Netherlnndn. CICRGO ^ycle experiments has been conducted at

General Klf-^ ic Company, Al'CO .I-./erect Research Laboratory, MnssnchuBetts



Institute of Technology,- and NASA Lewis Research Center in USA. Program

for open cycle MHO diak generator has been taken up at Stanford University,

AUCO Research Center in USA and Sydney University in Australia. In Japan,

Tokyo Institute of Technology 1E carrying out the major program of closed

cycle MHO experiments with disk generator. The blaui down experiments have

been conducted at Fuji-1 facility with thermal inputs upto 6 MW to investi-

gate the scientific feasibility of fully ionized seed concept. Some work

at Italy Bnd USSK is also being done tD study the closed cycle MHO systems.

1.3 Layout of Report

This report makes an attempt to outline the pressnt statuF of

work being carried out in closed cycle MHO and disk generators and

proposes an inert gaa driven disk generator assembly which can be set up

for studying the physics of nonsquilibrium lonizatlon. Chapter 2 contains

the basic principles and current status of closed cycle MHO and disk

generators. Chapter 3 outlines the proposal for tha new experimental

facility and givea details of components ond subsystems. The summary and

cancluBlan^qiven in Chapter U9 An Appendix gives the basic equations for

disk generator analysis.



CHAPTER 2

BASIC PRINCIPLES ANO CURRENT STATUS

This chapter gives the basic principles and current status of

the closed cycls MHD system and disk generators. The schematic of B

closed cycle MHO steam plant is given in Fig. 2.1. In this case a

series of regenerative heat exchangers operatinq in a cyclic fashion

are heated by fossil fired fuel. The heat i8 transferred to an alkali

seeded inert gas which drives the MHD generator. The remaining heat in

the inert gas produces steam. Subsequently,- the gas is compressed and

reheated in a class loop. In principle, cycles of this concept can be

energised by any source of heat such as fossil fuel, solar or nuclear.

2.1 Basic Principle of Disk Generator

Disk generator is a radial flow device with a magnetic field

pointing in the direction parallel to the cylindrical axis. An azimu-

thal current is induced by the motion of nes through this magnetic field,

Thu electron drift or hall current flows in the raulal direction. Diak

generators are Hall generators and avnlris the segmented electrodes by

tllotuing the Faraday current to close upon itself within the gas. In

experimental devices this has led to improved performance at high p t

especially in presence of nonequilibrium effects.

The disk generator studies conducted todate are mostly with

the outflow type of generator, a simplified view of such a disk ijener<.--

tor is shown in Fig. 2.2O The gas enters at the center and turns,
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FIG. 2-2: Radial outflow disk MHO Generator



flowing radially outuiard across the magnetic field, The interaction of

the rndial velocity \lr with the magnetic field B produces a current in

the tangential direction Je . The tangential current la analonous to the

Faraday current in the linear generator. The Hall effect induces an

electric field in the radial direction, snd if electrodes are located at

the inner nnsi outer radii of the channel,- a current may be induced to

flaw in an external ciTcuit, The interaction of the radial current T »

with the magnetic: field nausea B force on the QB3 which tendB to swirl

the floij in the direction shown by v9 » The swirl value may be used as a

parameter to optimise the channel design. The disk generator shown here

is a turn-terminal device.

The other configuration known aa radial inflow generator has

also been studied. In this the gas flaui3 inward from the outer radius to

inner radius nnd is Exhausted through the rfut:t ,-il the center. In this

case the tangential velocity and tangential current would reverse direct-

ions, the anode and cathode would be reversed and losd current in V\e

extRrpal circuit would fljui in the opposite direction as compared to out-

flow device. In this case, as the gas flour, inward, the nzlmuthal compo-

nent of the Q'jS velocity tenri3 to incrnase au.unsh the Larentz force due

to conservation of angular momentum. Thus this configuration is more

favourable for sustaining high swirJ slang t,ie generator channel.

However,- earlier studies have pointed out that it is difficult to sustain

high swirl necessary for effective power generation in this configuration

due to excessively high lasses caused by turbulence in the flow.



''•̂  PI "I t» nnrntur I An n Research Tool

Tin? ppr; orm-nnce of MUD device Is affectsrl by the non uniform!tien

duff to thermal or velocity chanqnrs. It la nest to choose o facility thnt

could isolate the affect of thene nununif nrwiti ES from othBr effects.

Disk geometry which Is B high Hnll coefficient device has been user) to

study the effect of thermal and velocity nonunifnrmltiBS in Bn equilibrium

plaama for a ran^e of Hall cnefficientu. P" introducing equnlly spaced

cold blades in the radial flou it is possible to create well defined two

dimensional wake nonuniformities with strong variations of the plasma

properties in the direction normal to magnetic field Bnd the flow. This

type cf nonuniformity and circulation theoretically provides ths? strongest

reduction of effective Hall coefficient and effective conductivity for high

valuer; of Hall coefficient.

lonization instability deteriorates the performance of a closed

cycle MHD generators,- particularly Hall generators. For elimination of

ionization instability in a nonequilibrlum alkali seeded inert gas plasms,

the fully Ionized seed may become practical because the instability

disappears without on external power supply. The principle of fully

ionized seed concept is thnt in the range of electron joule heating where

it is large enough for maklnq th° seed fully Ionized but it ia not so

large for the ionizatinn of inert gas atoms,- the Electron temperature does

not couple with electron number density. The decoupling of electron

tnmpnrature from electron density reduces the lonization inatfibility and

under this condition critical Hall coefficient exceeds the itjpal Hall

coefficient. Experimental results indicate that a compact generator iuith

nigh adJ.obatic efficiency is possible particularly when the fully ionized

:;r;-d .i r. applied to disk (g
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2.3 Piak Generator i As a Base Load Generator

Shock tube driven disk generator have shown that d.ir.k generator

is capable of attaining significantly large enthalpy extractions. Perfor-

mance prediction studies based on these results show that riisk generator

may be an alternative to linear generators for base-load applications. A

small scale radial outflow combustion disk generator at Stanford has been

operated and electrical performance data gives expected qualitative depen~

dence on plasma properties and magnetic field strengths. A recent perfor-

mance study has shown that inflow geometry may achieve performance levels

comparable with that of diagonal generator. It is felt that disk generator

is potentially effective alternative to linear generator and deserve

further attention for application to base-load power generation.

2%k Current Status cf Closed Cycle MHD System

7
Kerrcbrock gives an excellent survey of early uark which was

directed towards experiments to demonstrate the feasibility of th= r.on-

equilibrium ionization process to achieve a meaningful level of

cc^ly induced ionizaMon. The work in CCMHD generator experiment has Li

performed in shock tunnel *" ,• blow down and continuous Joop system.

Significant among these are the 2 0 % and tha 2<*"/. enthalpy extracti TI

results obtained in the shock tunnel experiments performed in the United

Staters by General Electric Company and in the Netherlands by the MHD

12
group at the TechniBche HDgESchool in Eindhoven" ,• respectively.

Continuous loop experiments which offer very large teat times

and the potential far the highest wall temperature have been conducted

either at a very small size Bnd/or with a low magnetic field. Blew down
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experiments provide data in an intermediate regime of teat time and wall

temperature. The Frascati bloui down experiment at Italy were of amall

Bize but high power denaitiea were achieved at load factorB of practical

interest for large scale generators. Earlier blow dawn experiment "*

conducted at MIT were of a large size (~ 5 Mlilt) similar to the shack

tunnel experiment sizes but they did not produce the expected power. Ths

experimenters hypothesized that highly conducting layers exiated along

the electrode walls which shi/i-ced thB generator through the end regions

at open circuit. The mixed reault obtained in these experiments should

be resolved in the Eindhoven blow down teBts . The 5 MWt Eindhoven blow

down experiment which is operational incorporates a clean fuel fired

ceramic matrix regenerative heat exchanger and B pulBed cryogenically

pre-cooled magneto The basic purpose of Eindhoven facility iB tD allow

MHD generator testing at a thermal size cciparable with the previous

12
shock tunnel experiments but for a Bignificantly longer time duration.

10

Earlier results showed that substantial power ( •—• 360 KU) cBn be extra-

cted in an MHD generator from an argon-cesium plasma heated by a fossil

fuGi» The obtained values for the impurity levels of CQ^ and Np are well
19

below the limits,' which are acceptable for MHD generators . Static

pre-srsure measurements indicated a pseudo-shock in the down stream half

of ths generator with considerable enthalpy extraction. It was found

20
during tha experiments that the conversion process in Eindhoven facility

was disturbed by boundary conditions imposed by the design of facility.

After the modifications of the design of channel and diffusely recent high

21
enthalpy extraction experiments has showed that in a closed cycle MHD

it is possible to have enthalpic efficiencies upto 12.9% starting from

fossil fuel. This has been reached with a Faraday type linear generator
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under conditions oF a magnetic field of 5.2 Tesla, stagnation temperature

of 19*»O°K, stagnation pressure of 7 bar and seed fraction of 7.5 X 10~ .

The maximum pouter output upto 735 KW has been obtainsd.

In United States recently the emphasis has been on using coal as

the CCMHO fuelo Much of this work has been performed at General Electric

Company where caal cambustors and ceramic matrix regenerative heat exchan-

gers have been studied. The coal combustor work resulted in the design

and test of a novel, regeneratively air cooled, cyclone coal combuator

22
achieving high combustion efficiency and high slag rejection . The

initial heat exchanger work established a law molecular containment carry

23 2k
over level , and subsequent work haB led to a heat exchanger concept

having a high temperature bottom support structure allowing slag drainage.

25
A 5D MUJt b.Luw down experiment has been proposed by General Electric as a

next step in tha development of CCMHD. The 50 MO/t size and a 1 minute blow

down were selected to meet the experimental objectives of demonstrating

system performance of 2 5 % enthalpy extraction,' 7 0 % isentropic efficiency

under near steady state thermal conditions representative of a near arflaba-

tic generator design. At T.I.T., Japan, performance of a closed cycle

MHD with Faraday generator ~ with full seed ionization is being invea-

tigated. In a recent experiment" the output power of 10D KUI and the

corresponding enthalpic extraction ratio of 11.7% has been obtained

using shock tube driven Faraday generator with helium seeded potassium at

relatively low stagnation gas pressure. The effect of gas temperature on

generator performance has also been studied. Table 2.1 gives the opera-

ting parameters of various CCMHD experiments at various places.



TABLE 2.1

CLOSE CYCLE: INERT GAS EXPERIMENTS

Tokyo H Einci'navsn
) 31 T" Eindhavsn

. , blow douin
Frnscati

Italy
Eindhoven

101
G£,ST

20
GE,ST GE

blou

1, Working Medium
Cs
He + 0.37. .12 + C.17. fir + .057. Ar + .057. fia + 1.27= Ne + 1.47. Ar + 0.1-

C9 Cs Co Cs 17. Cs

50

alou Dcun

2. Pik MW 0.7 0.35

3. Tsst Time Elloui r;run Shock

1G j t ^s

U. T s t a Q °H 1770 2600

5. P Stao (Atm) 1.7 1

6. Mass flow rate 0.075 0.01*6
(kg/s)

7. Smax (Tesla) 3.7 2

8. Mach entrance 0.8 2

9. Channel Size linear linear

inlet cm2 5 x 3 7 x 3

exit cm " 5x3.^ 7x3

length cm 26 30

El. pitch .9 1.6

10. Power output (KW) .006

Shock
5 RS

3500

7.9

2.3

3.38

1.8

linear

7 x 9

10 x 9

52

5.3

Shock

5 ns

33C0

7.2

3.57

l.S

linear

lit x 5

1*4 X I

30

5.2

Shock
10 ,-ns

2150

2.2

1.6

1.3

l.S

linear

16 x 10

25 x 19

75

2

8.0

Shack
10 H!S

3520

2.7

1.5

200D

10

50

if

1.5

linear linear

9.3 x 10.3 13 x 25

25 x 22.h 50 x 59

133 300

1.3

207.

Ar + 0.01-
0.17. Cs

Blow Down

2000

7

5

I*

1.6

linear

H x 5

17 x 15

80

0.3S0



2.5 Current Status of Disk Generators

The first disk generator experiment was conducted Bt AUCO using

in inert gas blow dawn facility. The u/arking gas was cesium seeded Brgon

and the typical operation time was 10 seconds. Due tD its small size

(D » 7.5 cm) and weak magnetic field (B ss. 0,6 T ) , the electric output

was about 5 til Bnd the corresponding enthalpy extraction UBS insignificantly

low (0.016%). Later Louis used a disk generator of substantially

large size (D ~ 30 cm) driven by a shock tube. The working qns was cssium

seeded argon and the magnetic field was relatively high (8 ~ Z.U T) find

yielded a power output of 720 Kid which corresponds to 1 0 % enthalpy extra-

ction.

32
Subsequently Loubsky et al at AVCO showed that power output, and

enthalpy extraction can be increased by about 5 0 % with the introduction of

swirl. Concurrently Kelpie and Hurby at AVCO also produced n pntjer output

of 11 MU) corresponding to an enthalpy extraction of 1 7 % urinq o large? shack

tube driven disk generator (D •- 130 cm) working on cesium sneded argon.

The size of generator being large relatively weak magnetic field (8 — I T )

was .'iijfficient to achieve the necessary MHD interaction. Recently an equi-

valent pprfurmanct: was achieved by the same facility uninq simulated coal

cniriiuLitian products (Wn/CO.,/i:..) needed with cesium. A stronger magnttic

'ield (B = 't.5 T) o/aa qppllud to ::airrif?nsntp for the low electricul conducti-

vity of this molecular nan" . An u,- pcrimcntal study of effects of t'inrmal

gnd velocity nonim) formitipn h,is bpen p'irformtd at MIT by Roscnbaum et al

in an equilibriun' p.laamn for a rsi"'i of Hall coefficients. A 3eries of

power generation experiments"' '*" Uns i?«en conducterf unrier the concept of

fully ionized seed at To^yo Iristit. itc •;!' Techricilogy, J-jpan by Shioiia nnj

his couorkers since 197."* Tdp resu* ts show that the hic'ier cutout r.ourz
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density of 50-200 MU/m can be obtained with almost full recovery of

effective electrical conductivity and Hall parameter for stagnation

temperature of 2500 K in the regime of fully ionized seed wit i an

enthalpy extraction of 4-8% . Comparative thearetical studies of

closed cycle MHD disk generator using argon, helium and argnn-heiiuih

mixture has shown that either pure argon or pure helium is desirable as

an inert gas in a closed cycle MHD generator compared to mixture of ergon

and helium Bnd that a typical MHD channel for helium becomes compact.

Recent experiments in a ohock tune driven disk channel using helium

seeded with potassium has shown that high enthalpy gas pxtraction of

12-20*/, can br; achieved with stagnation gas temperature of 2000-2200 K.

At T.I.l",, Japan, Fuji-1 blow down facility will be able to conduct

th«* experiments with thermal inputs from 2 MW to 10 Mid to investigate the

fully ionized seed concept under a small seed fraction and teat time of

one minute. Recently ,• the facility haa been brought in to full opera-

tion with 6 Mid thermal input disk generator and superconducting magnet

of *t.7 Tnsla. Fluid dynamical performance tents without magnetic field

and two runs of power generation experiments with seeded argon were

carried out under stagnation pressure of 8,1 fltm and the stagnation gas

temperature of 20DD H,

Performance prediction studies have shown that disk

generator may be an attractive\to linear generator, A steady state

combustion driven disk MHO gener tor has been operated st Stanford Univer-

sity by Jenkins et al"' ", Fig, 2,3 and 2,1* give the schematic details of

52
this disk device o Recently a 3 MW input radial outflow disk tjenerator

has been proposed at the University of Sydney,- Australia by Messerle ,
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The operating parameters of various disk experiments are given in

Table 2.2.



TABLE 2.2

GENERATORS EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS

flU GO MIT AUCO

ID. Power Qbtaut
(HW)

1 1 .

l l . S

IS.G

STANFORD
UfJIM.

SYDNEY
U n i v .

TOKYO
INST.OF •

TECH.

TOKYO
IWST.OF

TECHO

FUJI-1

1 . jerk ing Mstiitm Ar + Cs Ar + Ca

">. Teat Time

' i . T Stag H

5, P Stan (A/oi)

o. -'.ncs Fiou Ra';2

?• 8pB>, (Tesia)

6. Mach Inlet

9 . Dan.Uol.Cm3)

0.9 «

17.2

+ CD+H Ethanol •»- Ethanol + Ar + K
3 0 + IM + K D + A i r

Shock
1 .5 ms

>'tGGD°K

35

1

1.6

0.13

Shock
3.0 ms

3075

6 . 2

<u7

3

2 .2

0.Q02

Shack
l.Q ms

3000

3

15-30

<».5

1.6

0.13

5-fi hrs .

2500-2800

1

.05-0 .1

5.5

Q.2-0.6

19 cm2

3 Ml)

0.5

2.5

0.7-0.8

0.2 n
Inlet
0.1* m
outlet

Shcck

2500

3

l . W

11.2

15

0.002

He + K

Shock

0.G1

0.72

2.3

Ar + K

2-10 MU1

6D Sec .

1900-2000

6-B

2-10

2-U.5 T

2.0-3.0

7.8
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CHAPTER 3

AN INERT GAS DRIVEN DISK GENERATOR FACILITY

In this Chapterf- an inert gas driven disk generator experimental

facility is propoaed. The objective,- main design parameters,- components

Bnd subsystems are also discussed. Theoretical and experimental work to

be carrind out are also outlined.

3.1 Objective of the Proposed Facility

Nonequilibrium generators and disk experiments have clearly

demonstrated their ability for high enthalpy extractions in shock tunnel

experiments and there is an urgent need for generating experimental data

on electrical, gasdynamic and physical properties of nonequllibrlum plasma

in long duration experiment. Ue propose setting up of an inert gas driven

disk generator experimental facility (duration —~ 20 mts.) with following

objectives j

i) To study the physics of nonequillbri.um ionization.

ii) Ta study the performance and interaction physics

of a nonequilibrium disk generator.

iii) To study the concept of fully ionized seed.

lv) To develop diagnostic techniques suitable for

measuring physical properties of nonscjuilibrlum

plasmas in disk generators.

v) System studies of combining close cycle MHD with

nuclear and thermonuclear heat sources.



7.1

3.2 Main Design Parameter of the Facility^

The main design parameters for the proposed facility is givon

3n Trinle 3..1. The clinics of working fluid for closed cycle MHO depends

on the Efficient use of nom'quillbrium ionizatian. The noriequ1 .< : 1. ''.im

ionization con be achieved using alkali seeded inert cjaa os working

Usually argon or helium seeded with cesium or potassium \r. used sc the

working fluid in clor.ed cycle MHD generator to provide artcquatp <?' ect.r \<~vA

conductivity. We propose to use flrgon + Cs as the utorkinn fiuJri for t.hf»

proposed facility. The heat source for the proposed facility wnuld be an

existing 100, HU plasma Torch (ARK-1OO system). The stagnation temperature

nf !̂ODU K uiith s magnetic field of 3 Tesla would be adequate for studies.

Since inward flow gens'rators are less compact than the outward flou

generator and requires a much larger magnetic volume, a radial outflow

type configuration has been chosen. Time duration for the pxprrimen'al

runs may vary from 15 to 30 minutes. The fluctuation and instabilities

occurring in nonequilibrium plasmas will also be studied in this facility.

The experimental runs will involve various load factors and seeding ratios*

The detail of system outlay and components are given in Sect.'on 3.3.

"5.3 Systems and Components for Experimental Facility

3.3.1 Total

Fig. 3.1 8hou.'c a JinF fuatjram of the layout of the facility.

Argon gas will be heated by a plasma torch. Ths heated argon mixfid with

c.:r?ed vnpour enters the MHO diok generator and finally exhausts into ?•

EiKrijHber stack and q flump t,ink. The components are controller) by 3

sentence cuntrnl Hystcn oi'tn micrnprccessor ond It enables us to operpte
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TABLE 3.1

MAIN

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

DESIGN PARAMETERS OF

Working Medium

Input

Te3t time

TEmpernturn of ArrjDn

Cesium need frnctian

Magnetic field strength

Mass flow rate ri/s

Channel Area

THE

•

:

:

«

•

*

EXPERIMENTAL

Ar + Cs

1D0 K!ij (ARK

15 minutes -

2Q00°K

.001-0.17.

3 Tesla

5D

20 cm2

FACILITY

100 Systran)

30 minutes

10.

Anode surface area

Cathode surface srea

12 cm

60 cm



MHD Disk Generator

Power
supply

100 kw
Plosma Torch

Argon supply

Scrubber, stack

Dump Tank

Fig. 31 : Line diagram of the outlay of facility
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the whole system automatically. The whale experimental data are recorded

automatically during experiment through a micrar.nmputar. During the

experiment the parameters will be changed,

3.3.2 Heat Bource and Argon supply

A 100 KU DC plasma torch (ARK-10O, 30 v-3000 A) in used an hrnt

source. This torch has been extensively tested and ic routinely used.

The ergon storage is in a hank of cylinder, fl pressure control value

supplies the argon flow -at a desired pressure to the torch. Later experi-

mental runs with helium as a working gag will also be carried out since

its law mass end higher iani?ation potential will gi^e a higher power

density and wider stabilization aF electron temperature under the regime

of fui-ly ionized seed. However, the collision cross section cf electrons

with helium atom is larger than that of argon and requires a higher

magnetic strength to achieve the same effective Hall parameter and condu-

ctivity.

3.3.3 Seed injection system

The alkali seed injection system should insure that seed will

enter the generator in the vapour phase ulth the hot nryon« The seed

injection sy3tHn will bf> designer) to prr-vide B steady need fraction and

the complete mixing of seed with ••irtinn at the inJet of the generator. The

seed solution will be heated and fed to HartmBnn atomizer equipped in a

vaporization chanber. The piston drive r<ethod can be adopted to precisely

control the seed fraction amount. The conceptual design of seed injection

system i3 givBn in Fig, 3.2. The range of droplet seed size would be

predetermined.



Argon
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Vaporization chamber t
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Fig- 3 2 : Conceptual design of seed injector system
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3*3.<* Disk MUD generator

A proposed nutlay of disk generator is given in Fig. 3... The

MHD rjeneratar consists of three parts : nozzle,' a MHD channel and a

difftiaer. The MHD generator will be designed to operate in a continuous

mode. Stainless steel will be used as a pressure shell. The nnzzle is

designed to give a msch number around 1 at the inlet of MHD channel which

gives sufficient joule heating of electrons. The stainless steel nozzle

is attached tD a water coaled copper plate. This structure is expected to

keep the height of nozzle throat constant during test. This nozzle is

used also as the inner electrode to disk generator.

The shape of the disk generator uill be designed bv calculations

with a quasi-one-dimensional equation given in Appendix. The insulation

walls Df MHD channel will be made of boron nitride baked by a layer of

enramic material which serves as a thermal insulator or in an alternate

design insulator wall may consists of copper sprayed mgO blacks which will

bp brazed directly to thn outer water coaled casino,. The outer electrode

made of stainlesB steel has the 3ame cooling structure as in the inner

electrode and both electrodes are electrically Insulated from the pressure

shell. To increase the noncquilibrium ionization,- a constant current

source DP pulsed current source may also be connected to electrode pair .

The performance of a diffuser is very important, because a noor

recovery of gas pressure in a dlffuser requires a higher stagnation

pressure at the. inlet of the generator and therefore a higher magnetic

field. Furthermore,- a diffuser affnets strongly the flow in the MHD

channel wnun the MHD interactions becomes high. There sre few available
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Fig. 3-3: Lay out of a disk generator
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data For ths diffu3er,- used in a disk generator,- a conical diffuser with

wedges may bn adopted. The wedges will be made of water cooled stainless

steel.

3.3.5 Magnet. Instrumentation.- Diagnostics and Data acquisition

The facility will use a magnet with induction of 3 Tesla. The

instrumentation used in the experiment will be designed to ensure thermal

integrity and to measure channel performance. Measurements will be made

of (a) voltage, current and static pressure distribution in the genera-

tor, (b) stagnation pressure at the generator exit, (c) electron tempera-

ture,- electron density, need concentration and velocity using optinnl or

laser rilan,riast1c3t- (d) generator flow luminosity with a high speed

f faming camera.

For operation and data acquisition, e distributed process

control based on microprocessors will bs adopted. The loop controllers

independently adjust the flow rate of Ar and seed fraction etc. Bnd they

simultaneously communicate with each other. The operational data of the

f->cility will be collected and graphically displayed. The data including

high freguency fluctuating component will be recorded by a data recorder.

The recorded data will be fed into a computer with an A-D converter.

3.^ Present Status Regarding Proposed Facility

Heat source (DC Plasma Torch - 100 KW) and argon storage system

has been utilized extensively for running ARK-1Q0 system. The .najor

opecificationa regarding ARK-100 system and power retina of torch are

reported earlier . Designing, testing and fabrication of linepr MUD

channels and studies on operating ability of high temperature ceramics



under thermal and electrical loading including interaction with seed has

been done earlier. Studies regarding thermodynamic and transport proper-

ties of combustion plasma, gasdynamic and elsctrodynamic calculations for

Faraday generators,- heat transfer and temperature distribution to MHD

walls have been made and computer codes uill be Bultably modified keeping

in view the disk facility.

Expertize and experience in designing and fabrication of iron

core magnet,- microprocessor based control and instrumentation system for

experimental rigs exists within the division . Spectroscopic techniques

for plasma temperature and seed concentration measurements have already

57
been developed . Work on laser based diagnostics (e.g. Laser doppler

velocitymetry,- Interferometry and Faraday technique) have already been

taken up. Alkali seed injection system using liquid solution of seed

has been used earlier in ARK-1OO and XR-Z (500 Kid combustion plasma

facility). The seed injection system using vapour phase has to be desi-

gned and fabricated. Theoretical and experimental work on design and

fabrication of Disk generator uill be taken up.

3.5 Scope of Work

IMonequilibrium disk generator facility uill provide an unique

opportunity to investigate the physics of nonequilibrium ionization and

nonunifomiities in a two temperature plasma. Theoretical work uill bs

concentrated Dn calculation of the overall performance characteristics

of disk generators,- indicating the functional dependence of generator

performance on certain operation conditions. The bcmnrlrary .taysrc in the

disk generator are complicated by the Bwirling flow and by the presence
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of HHD effect. A computer code will be developed to calculate boundary

layer profiles in disk generators. Theoretical aspectB of fluctuation

Bnd instabilities occurring in nonequilibrium MHO plasma will also be

studied.

In the engineering development Df closed cycle MHD disk generator

system,- subsystem such as disk channel, seed injection system and diffu-

ser are very important. This facility will in future provide an opportu-

nity to design and develop these components which are useful for other

industrial application and open cycle MHO program. Analytical studies

regarding various aspect of these subsystem will also be completed.

Besides theoretical :ind expsrimentn] work, instrumentation

and diagnostic work will alrio hp t.nkpn up. Measurement of electron

temperature^1 electron density,- i;nmi density nnd velocity profile will be

done uoing optical nr Lnnpr rli nnnn:;!'.) en. Voltage, stnqnation temperature

and pressure distribution will be nl.iMJl nrl.
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CHAPTER it

SUMMARY AMD CONCLUSION

Shock tunnel testing has conclusively demonstrated the ability of

nonequilibrium nable gas MHD generators to reach enthalpy extraction

levels approaching those for an efficient full scale power plant. A logi-

cal step in the engineering development of a closed cycle MHD generator

system ia an experiment of sufficient size and duration to demonstrate

adequate generator performance. The simple electrode arrangement of the

disk in its most attractive feature as an alternate to linear MHD channels

particularly in light of known difficulties with multiple segmented elect-

rode walls. Since the disk is made of only two insulating walls, higher

electric fields can be sustained and greater power densities can be

achieved relative to the linear counterpart. Moreover,- the symmetry of

the disk geometry >^fords simplicity of channel and magnet design. The

perfon;anc3 and durability of disk wall, fiaui characteristics and electri-

cal properties should be now examined in long duration experiments rather

than shock tunnel experiments. The propo *d inert gas driven disk

generator experimental facility will provide the necessary test conditions

and useful data on electrical,- gasdynamic and physical properties of such

a generator,

Tht physics of nanequilibrium ianizetion end nonimiformities in a

noble gas alkali seeded plasma can alro be studied in the proposed facility.

iDnization instability is an unfavourable phentimcncin which deteriorates

the performance of closed cycle MHD generators,- particularly Hall generators.
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flmong many proposals for the elimination of the ionization

instability,- the fully ionized seed concept may become practical because

the instability disappears without an external power supply. By varying

seed fractions and other operational parameters,- experiments related to

fully ionized seed concept will also be done.

In order to effectively utilize fossil fuel and to reduce

thermal pollution,- it is necessary to increase the efficiency of thermal

power generation system. For this purpose,- it is most cost effective to

combine a generator which can effectively utilize heat from 2QDO K to

1000 H with a conventional steam turbine. The nonequilibrium type MHD

generator using the plasma in which a small amount of alkali metal i3

seeded in the rare gas around 2000 K seems to be most suitable for this

purpose. Moreover,- this generator is nf small size and high efficiency,

accordingly,- it is promising for combining with a nuclear fusion reactors

in future, With availability of gos cooled high temperature reactor9,-

closed cycle MHD generator mjy be the best way of increasing thermal

efficiency. The possibility of closed cycle MHD system using clean fuel

or coal is getting enough attention in advanced countries. Disk generator

may also turn out an effective alternative to linear generators for open

cycle base load application,- experience in designing and fabrication of

disk generator may thus be useful in many wayso
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A P J P E . J V 2 J . X

BASIC EQUATIONS FGR DISK GENERATOR ANAtY5IS

In this appendix,- equations necessary to examine the operating

characteristics of the dink generator are given, A queai-one-dimenslonal

description of the channel flow,- ulth effects of mall friction and heat

loss being avEraoed over the channel height at each radial section can be

given by basic fluid dynamic conservation equations. Cylindrical polar

coordlnaten vsr. usnd uith the magnetic field aligned with the Z-axis.

The lower cane suhncripteri variables nra used tn denote thp appropriate

components of vector quantities. LOCPI values of current densities and

short circuit rndial current density has been expressed in temn of

electrical conductivity 0 , Hall parameter p and suirl perameter s. The

enthalpy h of the gas is a function of temperature and pressure.

Momentum Equation

component

- P
rir

'9

r

dP P V/V/rf

dr Z

(A.I)

Tangential component

P V
rir

= - J r B - (A.?)

here P is the gas density, V i3 the total velocity, \IT and \l0 io tha

rndial and tangential velDnity respectively, r is the radial distance,

2 is the channel height, Jf and JQ is the radial and tangential current
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rienaity respectively and f in thn frictiun ucierficient.

Energy Equation

d . V* + v i 2

( + )r ( ) r
dr 2 Z

where Q c o n v = PV [s i j (hn lJ - '>,,,)

here St is the straton number, tl r : i r) Is thi> Hncrqy 3nas per uni t volume

due to z-enmpanent of the radiat ion Hux. The electr.it; T i r l r i if; in the

rarJi s i d i rect ion i»e« E - £r .

Continuity Egu»tlan

Conaervatian af Hans : ;; ii \} v z V = n\ (A.'»)

nnn.iervat.ion of Current : 2 /i J r r = 1 (A.?)

I is the tntal current nncf ni is ths tntal mass flow rate,

. i'• :i cT State

P rr C R T (A.fi)

? P .if? the pressure -ind rjas constant R is a function of temperature

•ind pressure,

Lau

Assuming t he re is nc ion s l i p ;

Component J r = O E 4- O \lg B - p 3e (A.7)
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Tangential Component

A more convenient form may be derived relating the current

densities directly to velocity components and electric field;

0 r
[E + 8 (p V

1 + p2 U

o
— — - fp E + a (-v + M e )j (A.io)
1 + p^

where B is the magnetic field strength. In these derivations last term

in eqn. (A.I) and (A.2) •ISE bsen neglected.

Neglecting last term in eqn8 (A.2),- the swirl velocity CBn be

determined using eqn. (A,2)f- (A.6) and (A.7) to yield

C I 3
- - — - r (A.ll)
r 2 m

where C is determined by the magnitude of swirl at the inlet* The first

term in eqn. (A.ll) describes the conservation of angular momanturn and

the second term varies linearly with the radius and depends on the Lorentz

farce per unit mass flow rate.

In order tD achieve efficient power generation in the generator

channel,- local parameters are to be set at optimum values, The local

pouer density,- the local electrical efficiency and the local enthalpy
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extraction length are among the important local parameters.

Pouier density

The local power density for a disk generator may be expressed in

the terms oF the gas velocity V and suiirl S as

Power density = » J.E = a V B — • ^ (1 - t ) (A.12)
(1 + p2) (1 + S?>

2 ?
where S = ; V a (VQ + V r) P---I the current r.-iul.y Cf is

deFiner) as

(A. 13)
J,. (E = 0) O V.,fl P + S

here .3 ([". = 0) is the short circuit radial current dengity. It. mr?y be

noted ttiat "̂  -r. l corresponds the local shcrt circuit condition. I' in

apparent that the power density takErs 5-3 naximum value when E = fJ»'j»

Electrical EfFj.cieriL•.•

Eqn. (A.9) and (A.10; give an expression for the IOCPI e]ectric:al

efficiency an

"3.E (H + S) 2 ̂  (1 -E )
H = = (A.U)

U.JxB (1 + P2)- (p2 - SZ) ^

For given values Df p and 5, TJL takfS the maximum vslue when ^ = ^ .nax

where ^ m g X ia given as
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max
+ S'

0.5

1/2

1 + S'

1 + p<
J for p o S

for p = S

(A.15)

and the maximum value is

1/2

ml. * ' p f
'L max ~ 9 • j , -)

(P - S)2 V 1 + S2j L

(2 + P2 + S2) - 2(1 + S2)

+ S)'

1 +

for p = S

for p = S

Enthalpy Extraction Length

ThE size of an MHO generator is determined by the rate at which

it extracts enthalpy. The enthalpy extraction rate of a disk generator

can be estimated by energy equation (R.3) and Ohm's law eqn.(A,9) and

(A.1D), as

d H

H

dr
(A.17)

where

h +
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and th<s enthalpy Extraction length I_B ia defined locally ae

2 2 1 / 2
P H (1 + p ) (1 + S^)

L a (A.18)

(p + sr ^ (1 - ^ )

in this derivation,' the radiation and convection loas term in eqn. (A.3)

haa beeJi neglected. The combination of eqn. (A.12) and (A.18) yields the

relationship between Le and power density (PD) as

P V H
L = (A.19)
E (1 + S 2 ) 1 ' 2 PD

It ia important tD note that Le is a measure of the diameter of

the disk generator for a given enthalpy extraction while PD is a measure

of the generator volume for a given power density.
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